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ABSTRACT
In configurable software systems, stakeholders are often interested
in knowing how configuration options influence the performance of
a system to facilitate, for example, the debugging and optimization
processes of these systems. There are several black-box approaches
to obtain this information, but they usually require a large number
of samples to make accurate predictions, whereas the few existing
white-box approaches impose limitations on the systems that they
can analyze. This paper proposes ConfigCrusher, a white-box performance analysis that exploits several insights of configurable systems. ConfigCrusher employs a static data-flow analysis to identify
how configuration options may influence control-flow decisions
and instruments code regions corresponding to these decisions
to dynamically analyze the influence of configuration options on
the regions’ performance. Our evaluation using 10 real-world configurable systems shows that ConfigCrusher is more efficient at
building performance models that are similar to or more accurate
than current state-of-the-art black-box and white-box approaches.
Overall, this paper showcases the benefits and potential of whitebox performance analyses to outperform black-box approaches and
provide additional information for analyzing configurable systems.

CCS CONCEPTS
• Configurable software; • Performance modeling; • Static
analysis; • Dynamic analysis;
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INTRODUCTION

Most of today’s software systems, such as databases, Web servers,
and compilers, provide configuration options to satisfy a large
variety of requirements [4, 36, 40, 57, 67]. Satisfying specific requirements consists of selecting values for each option to obtain
the desired functional and non-functional properties of the system.
However, this configuration process is often a difficult task, especially when there is a lack of knowledge of how the configuration options influence the functionality and properties of the
system [4, 57, 68]. For this reason, users, developers, and administrations typically resort to default configurations or change individual options in a trial-and-error fashion without understanding
the resulting effect [31, 33, 37, 67].
Performance is one of the many interesting properties of such
systems. Having an understanding of how individual configuration
options and their combinations influence the performance of the
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Figure 1: Our conjecture on cost and prediction error comparison
between state-of-the-art approaches.

system would facilitate the reasoning, debugging, adaptation, and
optimization processes of these systems.
Approaches to understand the performance of a configurable
system build a performance-influence model to describe the influence of options and their interactions on performance. Most prior
studies have focused on black-box approaches [23, 34–36, 40, 55, 57–
59], which sample a subset of the configurations of a system and
extrapolate a performance model based on the corresponding measurements. The performance model’s accuracy and cost depend on
the approaches’ tradeoff between the sampling strategy and the algorithm used for learning [40] (Fig. 1). For example, the accuracy of
a model might be low if the sample set does not capture important
interactions among options. However, studies have neglected the
area of white-box performance analyses, which analyze the source
code and, with the information that is obtained, measure the system
targeting a dedicated subset of the configurations to build a performance model [60]. Their cost depends on the precision of the static
or dynamic program analyses, but they can generate more accurate
models (Fig. 1) since they can pinpoint interactions in the code (e.g.,
at control-flow level). In addition, white-box approaches have the
potential to pinpoint which regions of a program are responsible
for performance differences among configurations, thus providing
richer models. Despite these and other benefits yet to be explored
and exploited [34, 38–40, 44, 46, 49, 54, 58, 60], only a couple of
approaches exist [39, 60], and they make strong assumptions (e.g.,
no data-flow interactions, and exclusive to software product lines),
which limit their accuracy and applicability.
In this paper, we introduce an approach in the hardly explored
area of white-box performance analysis for configurable systems,

named ConfigCrusher. It combines static and dynamic analyses
to identify and efficiently measure configurations that are relevant for accurate performance modeling (Fig. 1). Specifically, ConfigCrusher uses static data-flow analysis to trace the effect that
configuration options may directly or indirectly have on controlflow decisions in the program, and subsequently instruments regions
corresponding to these decisions for performance measurement.
One key insight of our approach is that, in a single executed configuration, we independently measure the influence of multiple
options on different regions, a process we call compression. That
is, ConfigCrusher captures the performance characteristics of several options in a single execution, finally building a performance
model from the performance measurements of the individual regions. Specifically, ConfigCrusher exploits the following insights
about configurable systems, established throughout several prior
studies [34, 38–40, 44, 46, 49, 54, 58, 60]:
(a) Irrelevance: Not all options influence the performance of a
system on a given workload. ConfigCrusher’s data-flow analysis identifies options that do not influence the execution,
reducing the number of configurations to sample.
(b) Orthogonality: Not all options interact with each other. ConfigCrusher’s data-flow analysis identifies options that are
orthogonal and can thus be measured together in a single
execution, reducing the number of configurations to sample.
(c) Low Interaction Degree: Considering interactions is essential
for accurate performance models, but most options tend to
interact only with few other options. ConfigCrusher’s analysis identifies which interactions can occur, focusing the
sampling towards performance-relevant configurations.
Compared to the state-of-the-art, ConfigCrusher reduces the cost
of performance modeling while preserving or increasing the accuracy of the resulting models: Guided by program analysis, it will
often measure fewer and more relevant configurations, and, due to
instrumentation and compression, each measurement can provide
information about multiple options and interactions. Furthermore,
ConfigCrusher builds a local performance model for each region of
a program. These models indicate the options that interact in the
corresponding regions and whether and how they locally influence
the performance of the system. This local information, missing in
black-box approaches, can provide insights for enhanced debugging
and understanding of the performance behavior of a system.
We implemented ConfigCrusher for Java programs, and we evaluated it against 3 black-box and 2 white-box state-of-the-art approaches on performance modeling. Across 10 subject systems
in different domains, including command line programs, processing libraries, databases, and software product lines, we show that
ConfigCrusher is more efficient at building accurate performance
models than other approaches.
In summary, we make the following contributions:
• A white-box program analysis, combining data-flow analysis
and dynamic instrumentation for fine-grained performance
measurement to identify how options affect the execution
of configurable systems, exploiting insights about common
characteristics of such systems.

R1:{A,C}

TR1=1A+3AC

R2:{A}

TR2=2A

R3:{A,B}

TR3=3AB

Figure 2: Running example for a given workload with 3 regions
influenced by configuration options. For simplicity, we ignore the
regions in Lines 16 − 21 through Sec. 4. Region 1 is influenced by
a control-flow interaction and Region 3 by a data-flow interaction.
The local performance models are shown at the right of each region.

• A compression technique that allows us to accurately infer
the influence of options and their interactions on independent regions of a program’s execution and a corresponding
method to build accurate performance models.
• An optimization to reduce the overhead of the instrumented
programs that we analyze.
• An empirical evaluation of ConfigCrusher on 10 systems
showing the reduction in cost and increase in accuracy of
performance modeling compared to state-of-the-art blackbox and white-box approaches.
• Open source implementation of ConfigCrusher and reimplementations and improvements of prior state-of-the-art
approaches for Java programs [1].
• A replication package with technical information of the systems analyzed, environmental setup for experiments, analysis scripts, and data of several months of measurements [1].
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PERF. MODELING OF CONFIG. SYSTEMS

Our goal is to efficiently build accurate performance models for
configurable systems. That is, we want to identify the minimum
number of configurations to measure to build a performance model
that accurately predicts the performance of all other configurations.
This goal lowers the costs for performance modeling, which is useful in the development process, for example, to understand how the
system works, identify options that are affecting the performance
unexpectedly, and optimize system configurations.
Performance-influence models. A performance-influence model
describes the performance of a system or region for a given workload and input size in terms of its configuration options [57]. Note
the contrast of these models to performance models that also incorporate how workload, input size, and hardware variability influence the performance of a system. Our work, similar to the
state-of-the-art approaches discussed in this paper [23, 55, 57–60],
builds performance-influence models. For simplicity, we refer to
performance-influence models as performance models in the rest
2

Table 1: Comparison of the state-of-the-art approaches. The cost
and accuracy values correspond to applying each approach to the
running example in Fig. 2.

of the paper. For example, we can describe how options and interactions influence the performance of our running example in Fig. 2
(Lines 1–15) with the following model:

Insights

Quality

T = 1 + 3A + 3AB + 3AC

(1)
This model indicates that the system executes in 1 second if all
options are disabled (i.e., set to false), takes 3 additional seconds if
option A is enabled (i.e., set to true), 3 additional seconds if options
A and B are enabled together, and 3 additional seconds if options
A and C are enabled. Notice how the model describes the influence
of individual options (A) as well as the influence of interactions of
options ({A,B} and {A,C}).
A performance model, such as the one above, can be used to
assess if the performance values comply with the system’s requirements, to pick optimal configurations, or to make informed tradeoff decisions between performance and other properties. As we
will detail in Sec. 3.5, performance models built with our whitebox approach can associate terms of the model with individual
code regions to describe which options interact in each region and
whether and how they influence its performance. For example, ConfigCrusher will indicate that the terms 3A + 3AC of the performance
model describe the performance of regions R1 (TR1 = 1A + 3AC)
and R2 (TR2 = 2A). This fine-grained information can help in the understanding and debugging of individual components of a system.

Approach
Brute Force
Sampling
SPLat
Family-Based
ConfigCrusher

Type
Black-box
Black-box
White-box
White-box
White-box

I
✗
✗
✓
✗
✓

O
✗
✓
✗
✓
✓

LID
✗
✓
✗
✗
✓

Cost
1024
—1
6
1
4

Accurarcy
High
—1
High
—2
High

I = Irrelevance. O = Orthogonality. LID = Low Interaction Degree.
1
2

Depends on sampling strategy (e.g., t-wise sampling [45])
High accuracy in the absence of data-flow interactions

scalability issues for all but the smallest configuration spaces. In
our running example, among other inefficiencies, it will execute
irrelevant configurations (e.g., all configurations that explore all
values of options D – J).
Sampling and learning approaches are black-box techniques
that sample a subset of the configuration space (e.g., random sampling, feature-wise, pair-wise [45], design of experiments [47], or
combinatorial sampling [2, 25, 28, 29, 50]) and use a learning algorithm (e.g., regression, classification and regression trees [23, 55, 57–
59], or Gaussian Processes [36]) to extrapolate a performance model.
The number of samples and accuracy of the learned model depend
on the sampling strategy and learning algorithm. Although some
sampling strategies rely on a coverage criteria to sample specific
interaction degrees (e.g., t-wise sampling [45, 50]), they might miss
important interactions leading to inaccurate models. In addition,
due to their lack of insight of the internals of the program, none
of these approaches recognizes irrelevant options.
SPLat [39] is a white-box approach that dynamically tracks the
configurations that produce distinct execution paths. It reexecutes
the program until all configurations with distinct paths are explored.
While it ignores irrelevant options, since they do not produce different paths, it is technically a brute-force approach on the options
that it encounters during execution; each time an option is reached
in a new path, it explores both values for that option. SPLat does
infer from control-flow interactions that some options are only
reachable when specific values are selected: In our running example, it will explore option C only when option A is enabled. Despite
this benefit, its brute-force nature can lead to scalability issues.
Family-Based Performance Measurement [60] is a whitebox approach that uses a static mapping between options to code
regions and instruments the program to measure the execution
time spent in the regions. Subsequently, it executes the program
once with all options enabled, tracking how much each option contributes to the execution time. The approach works well when all
options only contribute extra behavior. Current implementations,
however, derive the static map from compile-time variability mechanisms (preprocessor directives) [4, 60] and could not handle our running example with load-time variability (i.e., loading and processing
options in variables at runtime). Furthermore, the static map only
covers control-flow interactions, and can lead to inaccurate models
when data-flow interactions occur. In our running example (Fig. 2),
data-flow analysis is needed to detect that the second if statement
indirectly depends on option A (with implicit data-flow through
variable x), leading to inaccurate performance models otherwise.

State of the art of building performance-influence models. There
are different strategies for building global performance models for
configurable systems [23, 55, 57–60], with different tradeoffs among
applicability, cost, and accuracy [40]. Black-box approaches, which
have been studied extensively, sample some part of the configuration space and extrapolate a performance model for the remaining
configurations using machine learning [23, 55, 57–59]. However,
sampling a few configurations to avoid scalability issues might sacrifice accuracy (e.g., if the sampled configurations do not cover all relevant execution paths). White-box approaches, mostly neglected by
previous work, analyze the system (statically, dynamically, or both)
to build a performance model, often using the analysis (i.e., what
options interact) to inform a sampling strategy [39, 60]. Existing
white-box approaches can achieve higher accuracy (e.g., if the analysis identifies all relevant execution paths), but the few existing ones
have strong assumptions (e.g., no data-flow interactions, and exclusive to software product lines), which threaten generality [39, 60].
The insights on which we build this work are Irrelevance (not
all options influence the performance of a system on a given workload), Orthogonality (not all options interact with each other), and
Low Interaction Degree (most options tend to interact only with few
other options) [34, 38–40, 44, 46, 49, 54, 58, 60]. There are other
insights that can be exploited to efficiently build accurate models
(e.g., prefix sharing and variational execution [46]), but they are
expensive and do not scale to large systems, which is why we do
not consider them in this work.
In the following paragraphs, we describe the state-of-the-art
approaches and to what degree they exploit the insights that we
consider in this work. Table 1 summarizes the approaches, including
the number of executions and accuracy for our running example
(Lines 1–15).
Brute Force is a black-box approach that measures all configurations of a system. It is rarely used in practice due to its obvious
3

All the surveyed approaches build performance models with
different levels of applicability, cost, and accuracy, but they either
overapproximate or underapproximate the interactions in a system
and configurations that need to be executed to build an accurate
performance model. Furthermore, none of the approaches, except
for the family-based approach, but with severe limitations, can associate the resulting performance model with regions in the source
code, which can be helpful to understand and debug individual
components of a system.

To obtain the statement influence map, we use a data-flow analysis (Sec. 4) to track how options are used in control-flow decisions. That is, we track variables at API calls that load configuration options and then propagate them along control-flow and
data-flow dependencies (including implicit flows). By tracking how
each option flows through the program, we can identify, for each
control-flow decision, the set of options that may influence this
decision. Finally, we produce the map, mapping all statements that
are control-dependent on a decision to all influencing options.
Example: The options in our running example in Fig. 2 (Lines 1–
15) are the fields A – J. Lines 4–10 are not influenced by any options,
Line 2 is influenced by the set of options {A, C}, Lines 11–14 by
{A}, and Line 15 by {A, B}.
With this data-flow analysis, we can reason about Irrelevance,
Orthogonality, and Low Interaction Degree: Options that influence
no control-flow decisions are irrelevant and never appear in the
resulting map. Likewise, we can identify which set of options interact on which control-flow decisions and detect both orthogonality
and low interaction degree. For example, in our running example,
we learn that option A interacts with B and C separately but not
together and that options D – J are irrelevant in the program.

Our approach. We introduce ConfigCrusher, a novel white-box
approach that exploits the insights of Irrelevance, Independence, and
Low Interaction Degree, which leads to a reduction in the cost to
measure performance while also generating accurate and informative performance models. In our running example, ConfigCrusher
will identify 3 regions affected by configuration options (Fig. 2) and
use the options that influence the regions to compress the configuration space into a set of 4 configurations to be executed (Table 2).
Next, it will instrument the program’s regions, reducing the instrumentation overhead through additional optimization (Sec. 3.3).
Finally, it will build local performance models (Sec. 3.5) for each
region based on the performance observed when executing the
instrumented program with the compressed set of configurations
(Table 2) and, subsequently, aggregate them to produce an accurate
global performance model (Equation 1).

3

3.2

CONFIGCRUSHER

The general idea of ConfigCrusher is to identify the regions (sets
of statements influenced by a set of options from control-flow and
data-flow dependencies) in the program that depend on configuration options, and use these options to generate a compressed
set of configurations. The set is then used to measure the regions’
performance to build an accurate performance model. We proceed
in five steps: Identifying Configuration-Dependent Regions (Sec. 3.1):
We perform a data-flow analysis that identifies the control-flow decisions that depend on configuration options and the code regions
affected by these decisions. Compressing Configuration Set (Sec. 3.2):
We identify the smallest set of configurations that cover all relevant
executions of all regions. Instrumenting Regions (Sec. 3.3): We instrument the regions in the program to track their execution time
in different configurations and optimize the instrumentation to
reduce measurement overhead. Executing the Instrumented Program
(Sec. 3.4): We execute the instrumented program to measure performance. Building the Performance Model (Sec. 3.5): We build local performance models based on the measured code regions’ performance
and, subsequently, aggregate them to produce a performance model.

3.1

Compressing Configuration Set

Based on the statement influence map, we now calculate the compressed set of configurations (CC ⊆ P(O)) that will be executed to
measure the performance of the program. We use the set of all interactions (codomain of SI from Sec. 3.1, IO : P(P(O))) to generate this
set of configurations and use it later to execute the instrumented
program (Sec. 3.4).
Intuitively, our goal is to execute the program such that each
region is executed for every combination of options involved in that
region, while minimizing the overall number of configurations to
execute. Since different regions may refer to different options (orthogonality), we can execute them in the same configurations, in
a process we call compression. The challenge is similar to finding
covering arrays in combinatorial interaction testing (e.g., such that
they cover all combinations of pairs of options [2, 25, 28, 29, 42]).
However, we need to cover different interaction strengths for different sets of options depending on which combinations of options
have been detected in our statement influence map.
We developed a heuristic compression algorithm (Algorithm 1)
to find and compress a set of configurations that we use to measure
the performance of the system. First, we select all unique sets of
options that are not subsets of other sets and calculate all combinations of each set—these are the minimum combinations we
need to cover. Next, we compress the set of configurations by iteratively merging the partial configurations around the options that
are common between two sets of options (i.e., the pivot).
Example: In our running example (Lines 1–15), the regions are
associated with the sets of options {A}, {A, B}, and {A, C}. That
is, we need to cover 2 combinations for {A} (with A enabled and
disabled), 4 combinations of {A, B}, and 4 combinations of {A, C}.
The four combinations of {A, B} already subsume the two configurations of {A}. Furthermore, based on the pivot {A} of the

Identifying Config.-Dependent Regions

As first step, we identify the control-flow decisions that depend on
configuration options and the regions affected by these decisions.
To this end, we create the statement influence map SI from statements S to the set of options O that influence the execution of these
statements (SI : S → P(O)). We use this map later to compress a set
of configurations (Sec. 3.2) and to instrument the program (Sec. 3.3).
4

Algorithm 1: Configuration compression

1
2

3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21

Algorithm 2: Identify regions

Input: IO : P(P(O))
Output: CC : P(C)
Function compress_configurations
unique_opts := unique_options(IO ) ▷ Get unique sets of options
▷ Remove subsets of other sets
unique_opts := remove_subsets(unique_opts)
options_to_confs := new Map()
for o ∈ unique_opts do
confs := configurations(o ) ▷ Get all configurations
options_to_conf .put(o, confs)
end
o 1 := ∅, cs 1 := ∅
for o 2, cs 2 ∈ options_to_confs do
CC := ∅, pivot := o 1 ∩ o 2
while c ∈ cs 1 ∧ cs 1 .hasNext() ∧ cs 2 .hasNext() do
pv := pivot_value(pivot, c ) ▷ Get value of pivot
c 2 := conf_with_pv(cs 2 ) ▷ Get conf. with value of pivot
CC .add(c 1 ∪ c 2 )
end
CC .add_remaining(cs 1 ), CC .add_remaining(cs 2 )
o 1 := o 1 ∪ o 2 , cs 1 := CC
end
return CC
end

1
2
3

4
5

6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18

code not influenced by any options. The result of executing an
instrumented program is the total time spent in each region.
Example: Fig. 3a shows the 3 regions that we instrument in the
control-flow graphs of our running example in Fig. 2. One region
contains statements {11, 13, 14} since statement 11 is influenced by
{A} and its last post-dominator without that influence is 15.

remaining sets, we can create a merged compressed set of 4 configurations
that still cover all interactions of A with B and A with

C: {}, {B, C}, {A}, {A, B, C} .
Note how compression exploits Irrelevance and Orthogonality: It
does not consider irrelevant options (e.g., D) and does not consider
the combinations of options that do not interact (e.g., B and C). The
size of the compressed set is dominated by the size of the largest
interaction (at least 2n configurations for an interaction among
n options; n = 2 in our running example), which is often moderate due to Low Interaction Degree. At the same time, independent
interactions of the same size can often be merged effectively.

3.3

Input: CFG, S → P(O)
Output: R → P(E) × P(E), R → P(O)
Function identify_regions
for each stmt ∈ statements(CFG ) do
idom := idom(stmt, CFG ) ▷ Get immediate dominator
▷ influence(s ): S → P(O )
if influence(stmt ) , ∅ ∧ influence(stmt ) ,
influence(idom) then
r := new Region()
▷ Omit incoming edges from loops
for each edge ∈ in(stmt, CFG ) do
start(r, edge, stmt ) ▷ Map r → e and r → P(P(O ))
end
pdom := ipdom(stmt, CFG ) ▷ Get immediate post-dominator
while influence(stmt ) = influence(pdom) do
pdom := ipdom(pdom, CFG )
end
for each edge ∈ in(pdom) do
end(r, edge, stmt ) ▷ Map r → e and r → P(P(O ))
end
end
end
end

Optimization. Although Algorithm 2 can correctly identify regions in a program, we observed excessive overhead in execution
even in small programs (see Sec. 5.3). We found that the overhead
arose from redundant, nested regions, and regions executed repeatedly in loops, and we identified optimizations to reduce measurement overhead through instrumenting different regions without
altering the performance model that we produce. Specifically, we
perform optimizations that preserve the following two invariants.
Invariant 1 (Expand regions): Statements not influenced by
options can be added to a region without altering the performance
model that is generated and without increasing measurement effort.
Statements not influenced by options contribute the same execution
time to all configurations. Therefore, including these statements
in a region increases the execution time of the region equally for
all configurations, but does not affect the performance difference
among configurations used to build the performance model.
Example: Consider the statement in Line 9 and Region 2 in our
running example. The statement takes 1 second to execute and
Region 2 takes 2 seconds to execute when option A is enabled, from
which we can derive the partial performance model T = 1 + 2A.
Since the statement is not influenced by any options, we can include
it in the region, now observing 1 or 3 seconds executions depending
on whether A is enabled, preserving the same 2 seconds difference
and resulting in the same model.
Invariant 2 (Merge regions): GI : P(P(O)) is the set of all interactions in the program. Two consecutive regions or an outer and
an inner region influenced by interactions i1 ∈ GI and i2 ∈ GI can be
merged if i1 ∪ i2 ∈ GI without altering the performance model that is
generated and without increasing measurement effort. Merging two

Instrumenting Regions

Next, we instrument the program to measure its performance broken down by code regions. As part of the instrumentation, we identify and optimize the actual regions used for measurement, derived
from the statement influence map (Sec. 3.1). We subsequently execute the instrumented program (Sec. 3.4) with the compressed set of
configurations (Sec. 3.2) to build the performance model (Sec. 3.5).
A region is a set of statements influenced by the same set of options, identified by a set of control-flow edges that start the region
and another set of edges that end it. Algorithm 2 calculates the
regions and their start and end edges in a method. A region starts
before the first statement influenced by a set of options (indicated
by the statement influence map; Sec. 3.1) and ends after the last
statement influenced by the same set of options. One task of the algorithm is to find the end of a region where all the paths originating
from a control-flow decision meet again (i.e., the immediate postdominator). The algorithm obtains the immediate post-dominator
and continuously searches for the next one until it finds the last
statement with the same influence as the current decision.
After identifying all regions, we instrument the start and end
edges of these regions with statements to log their execution time
and measure their influence on performance. We also instrument
the entry point of the program to measure the performance of
5

Algorithm 3: Propagate influence down

1
2

3
4
5
6
7
8
9

Input: stmt, CFG, S → P(O)
Output: S → P(O)′
Function propagate_down
ipdom := ipdom(stmt, CFG ) ▷ Get immediate post-dominator
▷ Get set of statements in all paths
pstmts := paths_stmts(stmt, ipdom) − ipdom
for each ps ∈ pstmts do
▷ influence(ps): S → P(O )
if influence(ps) ⊂ influence(stmt ) then
influence(ps) := influence(stmt )
end
end
end

Algorithm 4: Propagate regions up

1
2
3

(a) Unoptimized
(b) Optimized
Figure 3: Unoptimized and optimized instrumented control-flow
graphs of the methods of Fig. 2. For simplicity, statements within
the regions and those before line 9 in method main are ignored.

4
5
6
7

consecutive regions or an outer and an inner region forms an interaction between the options that influence both regions. Therefore,
we have to sample all combinations of the interaction to obtain
their influence on the region. If that interaction is already present
in the program, we already sample all these configurations anyway.
Therefore, we can merge these regions into one that is influenced
by the interaction of the two regions. As stated in invariant 1, merging does not affect the absolute performance difference used to
build the performance model. By merging and pulling out regions,
especially nested regions within loops, we significantly reduce the
number of regions that are executed, which significantly reduces
the overhead of measuring the instrumented program.
Example: Consider regions 2 and 3 in our running example. Region 2 is influenced by {A} and region 3 by {A, B}. We sample all 4
combinations of A and B to conclude that Region 2 takes 2 seconds
to execute when option A is enabled and Region 3 takes 3 seconds
when both A and B are enabled, resulting in the partial performance
model T = 2A + 3AB. Since we already sample all configurations
for interaction {A, B} and since {A} ∪ {A, B} does not create a new
interaction, we can merge both regions into one that is influenced
by interaction {A, B} without having to sample more configurations.
In this case, the merged region would take 2 seconds when A is enabled and 5 seconds when both A and B are enabled, resulting in the
same performance model when we calculate the actual influence of
enabling both A and B (i.e., +3 seconds) (Sec. 3.5). With the same reasoning, we can also merge regions 1 and 2 in our running example.
We developed two algorithms (Algorithm 3 and Algorithm 4)
that use the invariants to propagate the options that influence statements up and down a control-flow graph (i.e., intraprocedually),
as well as across graphs (i.e., interprocedually), to expand, merge,

Input: stmt, CFG, S → P(O), GI : P(O)
Output: S → P(O)′
Function propagate_up
for each pred ∈ preds(stmt, CFG ) do
▷ influence(s ): S → P(O )
if influence(pred ) ∪ influence(stmt ) ∈ GI ∧
influence(pred ) , influence(pred ) ∪ influence(stmt )
then
influence(pred ) := influence(stmt )
end
end
end

and pull out regions. The propagation in Algorithm 3 merges consecutive regions and expands where regions end. The propagation
in Algorithm 4 pulls out nested regions and expands where regions start. Obeying our invariants, both algorithms never create
new interactions nor do they alter the performance model that we
generate, but significantly reduce the overhead of measuring the
instrumented program. After propagation, we identify the regions
and instrument them as before (Algorithm 2).
The propagation algorithms are non-deterministic (i.e., different results are obtained depending on the order in which regions
are merged). In fact, different orderings can be used to optimize
for different goals. Assuming that most of the overhead occurs in
nested regions, especially those inside loops, we prioritize pulling
regions out of loops. (We experimented with other orderings and
the results were similar to Table 5). Fig. 3b presents an optimized
instrumentation that prioritizes our goal, in which we pulled out
the region in the callee.

3.4

Executing the Instrumented Program

After instrumentation, we can now execute the program with the
compressed set of configurations (CC, Sec. 3.2) and track execution
times for each region. We produce a configuration performance map
CP, which maps each region in each executed configuration to a
corresponding execution time T (CP : CC → (R → T )).
At the start and end of every region, we record the current time
and log the difference as the execution time of the region. Since
regions might be nested during execution, we also keep a stack of
regions at runtime and subtract the time of nested regions from the
time of outer regions. This additional step can become a source of
overhead for deeply nested regions, which is what we observed in
the unoptimized instrumented programs. We tried building a trace
6

Table 2: Configuration performance map of the optimized region of
Fig. 2. For simplicity, the measurement noise was removed.
Configurations
A B C D
F
F
F
F
F
T T F
T
F
F
F
T
T T F

Base
1
1
1
1

static taint analysis provided by FlowDroid [5]. A taint analysis,
typically used in the security domain, tracks what variables have
been affected by selected inputs (sources) and are used in specific
locations (sinks). We annotated the API calls to load configurations
options as sources and control-flow decisions as sinks.
At its core, the used static taint analysis is unsound and can lead
to overtainting [52, 66], which can affect the results of our approach.
In addition, despite the high precision of FlowDroid [5], the analysis
is challenged by the size of the call graph, which restricts the size of
the programs that can be analyzed [5, 8, 11, 16, 43, 51, 52, 66]. Similar
to other approaches [8, 44, 52], we reduced the precision of some of
the FlowDroid specific settings (e.g., used an unexceptional controlflow graph) [1] for a faster analysis (the analysis ran out of memory
for systems 3 – 10 in Table 3 using the default settings). Despite
running the static analysis on a server with 512 GB of RAM and 32
CPU cores, we were forced to exclude some programs from our evaluation since the server either used all of its memory or did not finish
the analysis after 4 hours. Avdiienko et al. [8] experienced similar results on a server with more RAM and CPU cores. Nevertheless, our
evaluation (Sec. 5) demonstrates that our implementation produced
accurate and informative performance models, signifying that our
approach is robust despite the levels of unsoundness and overtainting of FlowDroid. With advancements in scaling taint analyses [3, 9,
11, 14, 16, 19, 43, 63, 71], we expect that our results and benefits will
generalize to larger systems. We conjecture that similarly accurate
results can be achieved with other taint analysis implementations.

Regions
OR1 ≡ {A, C} OR2 ≡ {A, B}
0
0
0
0
3
0
6
3

of regions and processing the execution times after the program finished executing. However, due to the large number of regions that
were executed, the programs ran out of memory. Our evaluation
shows that the dynamic processing incurs low overhead (Sec. 5.3).
Example: Table 2 presents a configuration performance map for
the two optimized regions and compressed set of four configurations of our running example.

3.5

Building the Performance Model

Our final step is to build the performance model Π that predicts
the performance of each configuration (Π : C → T ), based on the
configuration performance map (CP : CC → (R → T ), Sec. 3.4) and
the region influence map (RI : R → P(O), Sec. 3.3).
To build the global performance model, we first build local models for each region separately and subsequently aggregate them.
A local model contains performance terms for all combinations of
options that are associated with the region (using RI ), in the form
Tr = t 1XY + t 2X ¬Y + t 3 ¬XY + t 4 ¬X ¬Y for a region r with options
X and Y (or Tr = t 4 + (t 2 − t 4 )X + (t 3 − t 4 )Y + (t 1 − t 2 − t 3 + t 4 )XY to
highlight the influence of options and avoid negated terms) [58]. If
a region has been executed multiple times for the same combination
of options, the execution time ti should not differ beyond usual
measurement noise (since other options should not influence the
region), thus we average the execution time.
The global performance model Π is obtained by aggregating all local performance models. Note that local models can be useful for understanding and debugging the individual regions in the program.
Example: With the measurement times in Table 2, we build the
local models of the base region as TBase = 1 (averaged over 4 executions) and of the other two regions as TOR1 = 3A¬C + 6AC
= 3A + 3AC and TOR2 = 3AB, resulting in the overall model Π =
1 + 3A + 3AB + 3AC.

4

5

EVALUATION

We first evaluate ConfigCrusher against state-of-the-art approaches
for performance modeling in terms of the cost to generate performance models and their accuracy. Subsequently, we explore the
usefulness of ConfigCrusher’ local performance models to identify the local influence of options on performance. Specifically, we
address the following research questions:
RQ1: How does ConfigCrusher compare to other performance modeling approaches in terms of cost and accuracy?
We compare the effectiveness of ConfigCrusher regarding the cost
of generating models and their accuracy to state-of-the-art blackbox and white-box approaches.
RQ2: How much overhead is induced by instrumentation?
One of the goals of ConfigCrusher is to build performance models efficiently. As discussed in Sec. 3.3, we observed an excessive
amount of overhead when executing our unoptimized instrumented
programs. We evaluate the effectiveness of our optimization by exploring how much overhead the instrumented regions induce and
how it affects the performance that we measure.
RQ3: To how many regions can the influence of options
on performance be localized? One of the benefits of ConfigCrusher over black-box approaches is that it builds local performance models, which indicate whether and how the options locally
influence the performance of a system. In an exploratory analysis,
we examine the local performance models to determine the local
influence of options on performance. Subsequently, we analyze the
source code regions corresponding to the local models to further
investigate how they are influenced by options. We conjecture that
this type of information, derived from the local models, can provide

IMPLEMENTATION

We implemented ConfigCrusher for Java programs and made it
publicly available [1]. Its modular design allows ConfigCrusher to
analyze systems in any programming language; only the data-flow
analysis (Sec. 3.1) and instrumentation (Sec. 3.3) components have
to target the specific language.
Limitations. Following various state-of-the-art approaches [2,
23, 25, 39, 44–46, 55, 57–60], we implemented ConfigCrusher with
support for Boolean options, which required discretizing numeric
options, and assume determinism in the subject system’s execution
time.
There are several strategies to track data-flow in a program
(Sec. 3.1): manual tracking [44], static analysis [5, 17, 18, 44, 52, 53],
and dynamic analysis [6, 7, 10, 46, 49, 54, 69]. We used the state-ofthe-art [16, 51, 52, 66] object-, field-, context-, and flow-sensitive
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Table 3: Configurable subject systems.
ID
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

Name
Running Example
Pngtastic Counter
Pngtastic Optimizer
Elevator
grep
Kanzi
Email
Prevayler
sort
Density Converter

Domain
Example
Processing
Optimization
SPL – Simulator
Command line
Compression
SPL – Simulator
Database
Command line
Processing

# SLOC
69
1250
2553
575
2152
21K
696
1328
2163
1359

# Opt.
10
5
5
6
7
7
9
9
12
22

approach). A third system, Elevator (4), purposely built to have all
options interact [39, 46, 62], was included since it is one of the two
systems that the family-based approach can analyze. That is, potentially in 3 out of 12 systems, our insight of low interaction degree
does not hold. Even if these results were similar with better static
analyses that reduce overtainting, our results confirmed that not all
options interact in most real-world systems [34, 39, 40, 46, 49, 60].
For the systems that we analyzed, we extracted the configuration
options from the projects’ documentation and executed a representative test scenario and workload provided by the system [1].

# Conf.
1024
32
32
20
128
128
40
512
4096
222

insights to developers and maintainers for enhanced analysis of
individual components of a system.

5.1

5.2

RQ1: Comparison to State-of-the-Art

With RQ1, we evaluate the cost and accuracy of the performance
models generated by ConfigCrusher and how it compares to stateof-the-art black-box and white-box approaches. To answer this question, we measured the cost and prediction error of ConfigCrusher
and all other approaches and compared them to the ground truth.
Procedure: We established ground truth by measuring the performance of the entire configuration space four times and averaged
the performance of each configuration. Due to the high number of
configurations and execution time of Sort (9) and Density Converter (10), we randomly sampled a large number of configurations
each to act as the ground truth. We observed no variation in the
errors in Table 4 when using more than 1000 configurations.
Specifically, we compared ConfigCrusher to feature-wise sampling (i.e., enable one option at a time) and pair-wise sampling
(i.e., cover all combinations of all pairs of options) [45] with stepwise linear regression [55, 57–59], Brute-Force, SPLat [39], and the
family-based approach [60]. We excluded random sampling since
research [34, 36, 45, 57] has shown that it requires numerous samples to make accurate predictions and it is not clear how many
configurations to sample for a specific system.
We conjectured that SPLat behaves essentially like the BruteForce approach in all but software product lines, since all configuration options are read at the start of the program (Sec. 2). We included
a SPLat variant, called SPLatDelayed (SAD), for which we modified
the source code of the systems to delay the evaluation of options in
control-flow decisions [56]. The source code refactoring allowed us
to evaluate how SPLat would operate in systems if it could detect
when options are actually evaluated in control-flow decisions.
The static taint analysis and the performance measurements
were executed on a 2.2 GHz Intel Core i7 MacBook Pro laptop with
16 GB of RAM running OS X 10.13. For each configuration, we initiated one VM invocation and ran the configuration [20]. We used the
JVM options "-Xms10G -Xmx10G --XX:+UseConcMarkSweepGC" to
reduce the overhead of garbage collection. To control for measurement noise, we measured each configuration five times and
averaged the performance of each configuration.
Metric – Cost. We measured the number of configurations and
sampling time to generate a model. For ConfigCrusher, we also
measured the one-time overhead of the static analysis.
Metric – Error. We used the Mean Absolute Percentage Error
(MAPE) to measure the mean difference between the values predicted by a model and the values actually observed (i.e., ground
truth). For each approach, we calculate the prediction error on the

Subject Systems

The subject systems are summarized in Table 3. We selected a representative set of systems that satisfy the following criteria: (a) systems from a variety of domains to increase external validity, (b) systems with at least 5 options (the Brute-Force approach would produce results cheaply for systems with few options), and (c) systems
with deterministic execution time (we sampled each system multiple times with different approaches and observed execution times
within usual measurement noise). We included systems that have
been used in previous studies for comparability of results (4, 7, 8) [39,
60, 62] and new configurable systems with 800+ stars and 130+ forks
combined at the time of writing (2, 3, 5, 6, 8, 9, 10). In the following
sections, we consider the entire program of Fig. 2 (Lines 1−21) as the
Running Example (1) to showcase the potential of our approach.
Due to their novelty, white-box approaches impose strict limitations on the systems they can analyze [39, 60, 62] (Sec. 2). ConfigCrusher lifts some of these limitations; we consider data-flow
interactions and do not limit the analysis to specific program implementations, which expands the types of programs that can be
analyzed and increases the accuracy of the results. Still, the used
implementation of static code analysis imposes limitations on the
size of programs and their number of configuration options. We
acknowledge the size of the real-world systems that we evaluate
and that black-box approaches are able to analyze larger systems.
However, at this stage, we want to showcase the benefits and potential of white-box analyses and expect that, with improvements
to the used data-flow analysis [3, 9, 11, 14, 16, 19, 43, 63, 71], our
implementation will analyze larger systems (Sec. 4). Nevertheless,
we conjecture that the selected systems are representative of larger
systems since we observed the insights of Irrelevance, Orthogonality,
and Low-Interaction Degree in configurable systems that we exploit.
Hence, we expect to obtain similar results (Sec. 5.2) in larger systems with our approach with a more scalable implementation of
the static taint analysis. Note the general trend (Sec. 5.2): all other
state-of-the-art white-box approaches have the same scalability
problem. Still, ConfigCrusher was able to analyze real-world programs which the other approaches could not; SPLat did not scale
to Density Converter (10) and the family-based approach could
not analyze any system besides the software product lines.
From an initial sample of 12 systems, for which the static analysis terminated, we excluded 2 systems since the analysis indicated
that all options interact (i.e., our approach equals the Brute Force
8

Table 4: Cost and error comparison.
S

BF/SA

FW

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

1024 [1.90h]
32 [2.91m]
32 [42.23m]
20 [10.80m]
128 [10.56m]
128 [1.18h]
40 [16.85m]
512 [3.69h]
1298 [18.41h]
1414 [14.70h]

10 [16.64s]
5 [27.15s]
5 [1.60m]
3 [50.03s]
7 [22.09s]
7 [1.46m]
4 [23.46s]
9 [2.69m]
12 [13.10m]
22 [21.26m]

Cost (Configurations [Time])
PW
SAD
56 [2.15m]
16 [1.45m]
16 [9.97m]
9 [3.26m]
29 [1.85m]
29 [8.76m]
11 [1.68m]
46 [15.96m]
79 [1.43h]
254 [4.12h]

512 [56.86m]
24 [2.18m]
16 [21.04m]
20 [10.80m]
48 [3.49m]
64 [35.39m]
40 [16.85m]
144 [1.51h]
48 [42.84m]
+24h3

FB1
N/A
N/A
N/A
1 [49.50s]
N/A
N/A
1 [1.08m]
N/A
N/A
N/A

CC2
8 [33.75s + 4.37s]
4 [21.88s + 7.80s]
10 [10.73m + 30.60s]
64 [—]
64 [5.14m + 10.20s]
64 [35.39m + 12.60s]
8 [1.47m + 12.81s]
32 [14.49m + 12.60s]
256 [3.67h + 21.58s]
256 [2.13h + 42.13s]

BF/SA
∅
∅
∅
∅
∅
∅
∅
∅
∅
∅

Prediction Error (MAPE) compared to GT
FW
PW
SAD
FB1
56.91↑
0.80
19.67↑
51.09
32.14↑
1.86
100↑
111.21↑
89.96↑
635.24↑

6.22↑
1.94↑
0.91
1.48
114.74↑
1.29
44.23↑
29.23↑
653.03↑
218.86↑

0.18↑
1.33
0.99
∅
1.94↓
1.21
∅
2.95↓
2.38↑
N/A3

N/A
N/A
N/A
2.72
N/A
N/A
2.34↓
N/A
N/A
N/A

CC
0.07
1.10
1.07
∅
3.58
2.66
23.02
9.23
1.57
4.32

S = Subject. FW = Feature-wise. PW = Pair-wise. BF = Brute Force. SA = SPLat. SAD = SPLat Delayed. FB = Family-Based. CC = ConfigCrusher.
A cell indicates approaches with the lowest costs. A cell indicates approaches with statistically indistinguishable lowest errors. ↑ approach with statistically > error
than ConfigCrusher. ↓ approach with statistically < error than ConfigCrusher. ∅ approach sampled all configurations, thus no performance to predict.
1

Not applicable to systems without static map derived from compile-time variability (Sec. 2).
Time includes the overhead of the static taint analysis (Sec. 3.1).
3 No data was collected due to timeout (Sec. 5.2).
2

configurations that the approach did not sample. We also calculated the error across all configurations [1]. We used the multiple
comparison T̃-procedure [41] with 95% confidence to compare statistical differences between ConfigCrusher’s prediction error to the
prediction error of each of the other approaches.
Results: We show the cost and error results in Table 4. ConfigCrusher’s prediction error is statistically indistinguishable or
lower than other approaches. Furthermore, ConfigCrusher’s high
accuracy is usually achieved with lower cost compared to the other
accurate approaches. Table 4 illustrates our conjecture on the cost
and prediction error comparison of Fig. 1.
Though feature-wise and pair-wise sampling tended to have
lower costs than ConfigCrusher, when their errors are taken into
account, we can conclude that more configurations had to be sampled to make accurate predictions. By comparison, for those systems, ConfigCrusher sampled more configurations, but attained
significantly lower errors.
As we conjectured, SPLat behaves essentially like the BruteForce approach in all but software product lines. We also conjectured that SPLatDelayed would produce the lowest error since it
uses a heuristic to perform a more efficient Brute-Force approach
(Sec. 2). For the Running Example (1), Pngtastic Counter (2),
Pngtastic Optimizer (3), and Sort (9), in which other approaches
besides SPLatDelayed produced lower errors, but statistically indistinguishable, we can attribute the results to measurement noise.
Interestingly, SPLatDelayed did not finish analyzing Density Converter (10) within 24 hours. In this case, most options are read
sequentially (similar to reading all options at the beginning of the
program), thus indicating the limitations of the approach.
For Elevator (4) and Email (7), the family-based approach remains the most efficient and accurate approach, but, at the same
time, the most limited one.
Discussion - Characteristics of Interactions: ConfigCrusher allowed us to observe and confirm the insights of Irrelevance, Orthogonality, and Low Interaction Degree of configurable systems. In 9
out of 10 systems, it significantly reduced the configuration space
to sample, thus reducing the cost to build accurate models. For example, our analysis identified the irrelevant options in our running

example (1), grep (5), and sort (9), which is not leveraged by the
black-box approaches before sampling. Similarly, ConfigCrusher
identified orthogonal interactions and leveraged low interaction
degree to sample fewer configurations, which was not exploited by
the white-box approaches.
For Pngtastic Counter (2), Pngtastic Optimizer (3), and
Kanzi (6), the black-box approaches produced accurate models
with low cost. Upon inspection of the results, we discovered that
(a) in Pngtastic Counter, the options did not affect the performance of the program; the execution time was essentially the same
for all configurations, and (b) in Pngtastic Optimizer and Kanzi,
the options did affect the performance, but the execution times were
clustered in a few groups. For example, the performance of Kanzi
under all configurations was either ∼4 seconds or ∼61 seconds. We
consider these three systems as outliers since previous empirical
studies [4, 36, 40, 57] have shown that the performance of most
configurable systems changes based on the selected configuration.
Discussion - Source of prediction error: Regarding ConfigCrusher’s
prediction error of Email (7), the system has a feature model [4]
that describes its valid configurations. Since the invalid configurations were not executed, ConfigCrusher did not have all the
information for each region to generate an accurate model. Despite
missing information, ConfigCrusher was able to produce more accurate results than the other approaches, except the family-based
approach. We hope to incorporate information from a feature model
to produce more accurate models for this type of systems.
Regarding ConfigCrusher’s prediction error of Prevayler (8),
we observed that the execution time of certain regions differed
beyond usual measurement noise. This behavior occurs when the
correct interaction in the regions was not captured by the static
analysis (a possible consequence of the unsoundness of the used
taint analysis, see Sec. 4). We were unable to manually determine
the correct interaction of the problematic regions. We conjecture
that, since the program writes to disk, there might be some interactions in system calls, which we do not analyze. Despite this
imprecision, ConfigCrusher was able to produce more accurate
results than the other approaches. We hope to overcome this issue
by analyzing system calls to obtain even more accurate results.
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Table 6: Influence of options analysis of local performance models.

Table 5: Static and dynamic comparison of instrumented regions before and after optimization for the configuration with the largest
dynamic overhead.
S
1
2
3
5
6
7
8
9
10

Original
Time
12.14s
5.40s
3.68m
22.87s
1.04m
26.08s
1.25m
4.87m
6.45m

R
16
36
397
46
128
60
147
166
202

Unoptimized
RC
Time
32 12.16s
> 106
> 1h
> 106
> 1h
6
> 10
> 1h
> 109
> 1h
8530 25.50s
> 109
> 1h
> 109
> 1h
2420 6.53m

R
10
13
7
1
23
11
28
1
10

S
1
2
3
5
6
7
8
9
10

Optimized
RC
Time
22 12.13s
18
5.54s
88 3.77m
2 21.87s
4160 1.04m
1204 25.49s
> 106
1.27m
2 4.89m
78 6.45m

PNIO
Non-NEG
Regions
0
2
1
0
2
0
1
0
1

PIO
Regions
10
0
3
1
2
4
5
1
1

Min ID
1
N/A
3
6
6
2
2
8
8

Max ID
3
N/A
3
6
6
8
5
8
8

Structure
Sleep
Loop, I/O
Loop, I/O
Loop
Loop, I/O
Loop, Sleep
Loop, I/O
Loop
Loop, I/O

PNIO = Performance not influenced by options. PIO = Performance influenced by options.
NEG = Negligible execution time (region which contribute < 5% of the execution time
of the system). ID = Interaction degree.

S = Subject. R = # of instrumented regions. RC = # of executed regions.

In summary, ConfigCrusher’s prediction error is statistically indistinguishable or lower than other approaches. ConfigCrusher’s high
accuracy is usually achieved with lower cost compared to the other
accurate approaches.

5.3

NEG
Regions
0
13
3
0
19
7
22
0
8

5.4

RQ3: Perf. Influence of Options in Regions

One of the benefits of ConfigCrusher over black-box approaches is
that it builds local performance models, which indicate whether and
how the options locally influence the performance of a system. With
RQ3, we investigate to how many regions the influence of options
on performance can be localized. To answer this question, we analyzed all local performance models to determine the local influence
of options on performance. Subsequently, we examined the source
code regions corresponding to the local models to further understand how they are influenced by options. We conjecture that this
type of information, derived from the local models, can provide insights for enhanced analysis of individual components of a system.
Procedure: We classified all local performance models, such as
the following models from Pngtastic Optimizer (3):
• T9cb = 0.0
• Tb15 = 1.5
• Tb1a = 0.2 + 82.5Compress + 142.1CompressIter + ...,
into two categories according to how options influence their performance. Then, we manually analyzed all corresponding source
code regions to understand how they are influenced by options.
Results: Table 6 shows the results of our analysis. ConfigCrusher
helped us to identify that the influence of options on performance
can be localized to a few regions in a program. Note that in these
regions only subsets of all options interact. The local performance
models helped us to easily locate these regions in the source code to
further analyze this performance behavior. In all such regions (e.g.,
Region b1a above), the options influenced a loop or a control-flow
decision within a loop, which either manipulated data structures
or performed I/O operations (Table 6). These structures were sometimes located in the method where the region was instrumented,
but other times we performed manual probing to find them in other
methods called from the instrumented method.
Discussion - Local models. The local performance models indicate
the options that interact in the corresponding regions and whether
and how they locally influence the performance of the system.
The exploratory analysis of the corresponding source code regions
yielded some interesting findings of how options are implemented
in these systems, which cannot be found with black-box approaches.
In a few regions, the control-flow decisions with non-negligible
execution time depended on options (Table 6), yet the same branch
of the decision was executed for all configurations. This behavior

RQ2: Instrumentation Overhead

As explained in Sec. 3.3, we observed excessive overhead when
executing our instrumented programs. With RQ2, we investigate
how much overhead is induced by instrumenting regions. To answer this question, we compared the instrumentation overhead and
execution times of the unoptimized (Algorithm 2) and optimized
(Algorithm 2 + the two propagation algorithms [1]) instrumented
programs to the ground truth.
Procedure: We used the execution time of the uninstrumented
programs as ground truth and executed the configuration that triggered the most number of regions in the optimized programs. We executed the configuration with the highest execution time in case of
multiple configurations with the same number of executed regions.
Metric - Static and dynamic overhead. We measured the number
of instrumented regions as the static overhead and the number of
times the regions were entered and exited as the dynamic overhead.
Metric - Time. We measured the execution times of the unoptimized and optimized instrumentations.
Results: Table 5 shows the results of our analysis. ConfigCrusher’s
optimized instrumentation (Algorithms 2 + the two propagation
algorithms [1]) reduced the number of regions and overhead by
several orders of magnitude. By contrast, the unoptimized instrumentation (Algorithm 2) created an excessive amount of overhead,
preventing running programs in a reasonable amount of time.
Only the Running Example (1), Email (7), and Density Converter (10) had a low unoptimized dynamic overhead and executed
in similar time compared to the original programs. These systems
do not have deeply nested regions, which does not increase the overhead of the dynamic analysis (Sec. 3.4). Prevayler (8), which has
similar structure to the previous systems, executed a large number
of optimized instrumented regions with low overhead.
We can attribute the lower execution times of the instrumented
programs compared to the original programs of the Running Example (1), Grep (5), and Email (7) to measurement noise.
In summary, ConfigCrusher’s optimized instrumentation incurs
lower overhead compared to the unoptimized instrumentation.
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was surprising since we selected, based on the systems’ documentation, configuration values for each option that should behave
differently. In fact, we discovered that two options of Pngtastic
Counter (2) were not used in the source code as they were described in the documentation. For example, the valid range of an option was 0.0 − 1.0, and we conjecture that the system would behave
differently by picking different values. However, the control-flow
decision where this option was used always executed the same
branch if the value was > 0. Finding these inconsistensies, common in configurable systems [12, 26, 53, 68], might be useful for
developers and maintainers to debug these type of systems.
Interestingly, some options influenced only regions with negligible execution time (Table 6). This behavior was surprising since we
expected, based on the systems’ documentation, that the options
would influence the performance of the systems (e.g., the options
that influence Region 9cb above [1]). We manually confirmed that
they involve either a few statements or did not contain expensive
loops nor calls. While black-box approaches also found that these
options do not influence the performance, ConfigCrusher helped us
to pinpoint the regions where these options are used to understand
this potentially unexpected behavior.
We conjecture that developers can potentially discern similar
findings in other configurable systems to make more informative
decisions during debugging and optimization of these systems.
In summary, ConfigCrusher helped us to identify that the influence
of options on performance is localized to a few regions in a program.
The options influence loops or control-flow decisions within loops.

options. Instead, our taint analysis tracks how options influence
code fragments due to control-flow and data-flow interactions to
track how options influence the performance of the system.
Testing configurable systems: Combinatorial Testing [25, 28, 29,
29, 42, 50] is an approach to reduce the number of samples to test a
program by satisfying a certain coverage criterion. Similarly, Souto
et al. [62] improved SPLat [39] to use sampling heuristics [45] to
select what configurations to sample. While both these approaches
scale to large systems, they make assumptions on how options interact in the program and can potentially miss relevant interactions.
Instead, our sampling is guided by white-box information on how
options are used and interact in the systems.
Performance profiling: Several profiling techniques, including
sampling and instrumentation, have been implemented to identify
performance hot spots [15, 21, 48, 70]. For example, Castro et al. [13]
used both techniques to identify hot spots that can be isolated and
replayed as standalone programs for further performance analysis
and optimization. Our approach is complementary to this line of
work, assisting in potentially narrowing down the performanceintensive components for more comprehensive profiling.
Energy measurement: Modeling power or energy consumption is
closely related to performance and employs similar techniques [22,
24, 32]. For example, Hao et al. [27] used program analysis to estimate the energy consumption of instructions of Android apps. This
line of work, however, does not address configurability, but could
benefit from our approach by considering how energy consumption
varies with the configuration of the system.

5.5

7

Threats to Validity

The primary threat to external validity is the selection of subject
systems. As discussed in Sec. 5.1, we were limited by the overhead
and precision of the static analysis. This limitation is due to the novelty of our approach and shared with other white-box approaches,
though we lift some of their limitations. Nevertheless, we argue
that we selected a representative sample of configurable systems
from different domains that showcase the benefits of our approach.
Another threat to validity is the selection of the data-flow analysis. As discussed in Sec. 4, we selected the state-of-the-art static
taint analysis, but reduced its precision in favor for an analysis that
terminates. This strategy has been used in previous work and, as
demonstrated in our evaluation (Sec. 5), our approach is robust and
produces accurate results with the settings that we selected [1].

6

CONCLUSION

This paper presents ConfigCrusher, a white-box performance analysis approach for configurable systems. ConfigCrusher employs a
data-flow analysis to identify how configuration options may influence control-flow decisions and instruments regions corresponding
to those decisions for performance measurement. Our evaluation
on 10 real-word systems shows that ConfigCrusher builds similar
or more accurate performance models than other approaches with
lower cost. In contrast to black-box approaches, ConfigCrusher
provides additional information of the components of a system,
which can aid stakeholders to analyze, optimize, and debug them.
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RELATED WORK

In Sec. 2, we described closely related state-of-the-art black-box
and white-box approaches for performance modeling and compared them to ConfigCrusher. In this section, we discuss additional
research to position ConfigCrusher in the context of prior work.
Analysis of configurable systems: Similar to our work, several researchers have leveraged some kind of program analysis to explore
various properties of configuration options [17, 30, 46, 49, 53, 54, 61,
65]. Thüm et al. [64] presented a comprehensive survey of analyses
for software product lines also applicable to configurable systems.
Similar to our approach, Lillack et al. [44] used taint analysis to
identify, for each code fragment, in which configurations it may be
executed. However, they do not track information about individual
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